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Master the most agile and resilient design for building analytics
applications: the Unified Star Schema (USS) approach. The USS has
many benefits over traditional dimensional modeling. Witness the
power of the USS as a single star schema that serves as a foundation
for all present and future business requirements of your
organization. Data warehouse legend Bill Inmon and business
intelligence innovator, Francesco Puppini, explain step-by-step why
the Unified Star Schema is the recommended approach for business
intelligence designs today, and show through many examples how to
build and use this new solution. This book contains two parts. Part
I, Architecture, explains the benefits of data marts and data
warehouses, covering how organizations progressed to their current
state of analytics, and to the challenges that result from current
business intelligence architectures. Chapter 1 covers the drivers
behind and the characteristics of the data warehouse and data mart.
Chapter 2 introduces dimensional modeling concepts, including fact
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tables, dimensions, star joins, and snowflakes. Chapter 3 recalls the
evolution of the data mart. Chapter 4 explains Extract, Transform,
and Load (ETL), and the value ETL brings to reporting. Chapter 5
explores the Integrated Data Mart Approach, and Chapter 6 explains
how to monitor this environment. Chapter 7 describes the different
types of metadata within the data warehouse environment. Chapter 8
progresses through the evolution to our current modern data warehouse
environment. Part II, the Unified Star Schema, covers the Unified
Star Schema (USS) approach and how it solves the challenges
introduced in Part I. There are eight chapters within Part II: ·
Chapter 9, Introduction to the Unified Star Schema: Learn about its
architecture and use cases, as well as how the USS approach differs
from the traditional approach. · Chapter 10, Loss of Data: Learn
about the loss of data and the USS Bridge. Understand that the USS
approach does not create any join, and for this reason, it has no
loss of data. · Chapter 11, The Fan Trap: Get introduced to the
Oriented Data Model convention, and learn the dangers of a fan trap
through an example. Differentiate join and association, and realize
that an “in-memory association” is the preferred solution to the fan
trap. · Chapter 12, The Chasm Trap: Become familiar with the
Cartesian product, and then follow along with an example based on
LinkedIn, which illustrates that a chasm trap produces unwanted
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duplicates. See that the USS Bridge is based on a union, which does
not create any duplicates. · Chapter 13, Multi-Fact Queries:
Distinguish between multiple facts “with direct connection” versus
multiple facts “with no direct connection”. Explore how BI tools are
capable of building aggregated virtual rows. · Chapter 14, Loops:
Learn more about loops and five traditional techniques to solve them.
Follow along with an implementation, which will illustrate the
solution based on the USS approach. · Chapter 15, Non-Conformed
Granularities: Learn about non-conformed granularities, and learn
that the Unified Star Schema introduces a solution called “renormalization”. · Chapter 16, Northwind Case Study. Witness how easy
it is to detect the pitfalls of Northwind using the ODM convention.
Follow along with an implementation of the USS approach on the
Northwind database with various BI tools.
Building upon his earlier book that detailed agile data warehousing
programming techniques for the Scrum master, Ralph's latest work
illustrates the agile interpretations of the remaining software
engineering disciplines: Requirements management benefits from
streamlined templates that not only define projects quickly, but
ensure nothing essential is overlooked. Data engineering receives two
new "hyper modeling" techniques, yielding data warehouses that can be
easily adapted when requirements change without having to invest in
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ruinously expensive data-conversion programs. Quality assurance
advances with not only a stereoscopic top-down and bottom-up planning
method, but also the incorporation of the latest in automated test
engines. Use this step-by-step guide to deepen your own application
development skills through self-study, show your teammates the
world's fastest and most reliable techniques for creating business
intelligence systems, or ensure that the IT department working for
you is building your next decision support system the right way.
Learn how to quickly define scope and architecture before programming
starts Includes techniques of process and data engineering that
enable iterative and incremental delivery Demonstrates how to plan
and execute quality assurance plans and includes a guide to
continuous integration and automated regression testing Presents
program management strategies for coordinating multiple agile data
mart projects so that over time an enterprise data warehouse emerges
Use the provided 120-day road map to establish a robust, agile data
warehousing program
Cowritten by Ralph Kimball, the world's leading data warehousing
authority Delivers real-world solutions for the most time- and laborintensive portion of data warehousing-data staging, or the extract,
transform, load (ETL) process Delineates best practices for
extracting data from scattered sources, removing redundant and
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inaccurate data, transforming the remaining data into correctly
formatted data structures, and then loading the end product into the
data warehouse Offers proven time-saving ETL techniques,
comprehensive guidance on building dimensional structures, and
crucial advice on ensuring data quality This book is also available
as part of the Kimball's Data Warehouse Toolkit Classics Box Set
(ISBN: 9780470479575) with the following 3 books: The Data Warehouse
Toolkit, 2nd Edition (9780471200246) The Data Warehouse Lifecycle
Toolkit, 2nd Edition (9780470149775) The Data Warehouse ETL Toolkit
(9780764567575)
Here you’ll find one key to the development of a successful
information system: Clearly capture and communicate both the abstract
and concrete building blocks of data that describe your organization.
In 1995, David Hay published Data Model Patterns: Conventions of
Thought - the groundbreaking book on how to use standard data models
to describe the standard business situations. Enterprise Model
Patterns: Describing the World builds on the concepts presented
there, adds 15 years of practical experience, and presents a more
comprehensive view. You will learn how to apply both the abstract and
concrete elements of your enterprise’s architectural data model
through four levels of abstraction: Level 0: An abstract template
that underlies the Level 1 model that follows, plus two meta models:
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• Information Resources. In addition to books, articles, and e-mail
notes, it also includes photographs, videos, and sound recordings. •
Accounting. Accounting is remarkable because it is itself a modeling
language. It takes a very different approach than data modelers in
that instead of using entities and entity classes that represent
things in the world, it is concerned with accounts that represent
bits of value to the organization. Level 1: An enterprise model that
is generic enough to apply to any company or government agency, but
concrete enough to be readily understood by all. It describes: •
People and Organization. Who is involved with the business? The
people involved are not only the employees within the organization,
but customers, agents, and others with whom the organization comes in
contact. Organizations of interest include the enterprise itself and
its own internal departments, as well as customers, competitors,
government agencies, and the like. • Geographic Locations. Where is
business conducted? A geographic location may be either a geographic
area (defined as any bounded area on the Earth), a geographic point
(used to identify a particular location), or, if you are an oil
company for example, a geographic solid (such as an oil reserve). •
Assets. What tangible items are used to carry out the business? These
are any physical things that are manipulated, sometimes as products,
but also as the means to producing products and services. •
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Activities. How is the business carried out? This model not only
covers services offered, but also projects and any other kinds of
activities. In addition, the model describes the events that cause
activities to happen. • Time. All data is positioned in time, but
some more than others. Level 2: A more detailed model describing
specific functional areas: • Facilities • Human Resources •
Communications and Marketing • Contracts • Manufacturing • The
Laboratory Level 3: Examples of the details a model can have to
address what is truly unique in a particular industry. Here you see
how to address the unique bits in areas as diverse as: • Criminal
Justice. The model presented here is based on the “Global Justice XML
Data Model” (GJXDM). • Microbiology • Banking. The model presented
here is the result of working for four different banks and then
adding some thought to come up with something different from what is
currently in any of them. • Highways. The model here is derived from
a project in a Canadian Provincial Highway Department, and addresses
the question “what is a road?”
Corporate Information Factory
Jumpstart Snowflake
Business Intelligence Systems Using Scrum
Agile Database Techniques
Delivering World-class Business Intelligence Systems Using Scrum and
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XP
Guided Steps to Data Vault Success Through Building Business-Centered
Models
A Step-by-Step Guide to Modern Cloud Analytics
The Complete Guide to Writing Maintainable, Manageable, Pleasing, and Powerful ObjectOriented Applications Object-oriented programming languages exist to help you create
beautiful, straightforward applications that are easy to change and simple to extend.
Unfortunately, the world is awash with object-oriented (OO) applications that are difficult to
understand and expensive to change. Practical Object-Oriented Design, Second Edition,
immerses you in an OO mindset and teaches you powerful, real-world, object-oriented design
techniques with simple and practical examples. Sandi Metz demonstrates how to build new
applications that can “survive success” and repair existing applications that have become
impossible to change. Each technique is illustrated with extended examples in the easy-tounderstand Ruby programming language, all downloadable from the companion website,
poodr.com. Fully updated for Ruby 2.5, this guide shows how to Decide what belongs in a
single class Avoid entangling objects that should be kept separate Define flexible interfaces
among objects Reduce programming overhead costs with duck typing Successfully apply
inheritance Build objects via composition Whatever your previous object-oriented experience,
this concise guide will help you achieve the superior outcomes you’re looking for. Register
your book for convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become
available. See inside book for details.
The final edition of the incomparable data warehousing and business intelligence reference,
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updated and expanded The Kimball Group Reader, Remastered Collection is the essential
reference for data warehouse and business intelligence design, packed with best practices,
design tips, and valuable insight from industry pioneer Ralph Kimball and the Kimball Group.
This Remastered Collection represents decades of expert advice and mentoring in data
warehousing and business intelligence, and is the final work to be published by the Kimball
Group. Organized for quick navigation and easy reference, this book contains nearly 20 years
of experience on more than 300 topics, all fully up-to-date and expanded with 65 new articles.
The discussion covers the complete data warehouse/business intelligence lifecycle, including
project planning, requirements gathering, system architecture, dimensional modeling, ETL, and
business intelligence analytics, with each group of articles prefaced by original commentaries
explaining their role in the overall Kimball Group methodology. Data warehousing/business
intelligence industry's current multi-billion dollar value is due in no small part to the
contributions of Ralph Kimball and the Kimball Group. Their publications are the standards on
which the industry is built, and nearly all data warehouse hardware and software vendors have
adopted their methods in one form or another. This book is a compendium of Kimball Group
expertise, and an essential reference for anyone in the field. Learn data warehousing and
business intelligence from the field's pioneers Get up to date on best practices and essential
design tips Gain valuable knowledge on every stage of the project lifecycle Dig into the Kimball
Group methodology with hands-on guidance Ralph Kimball and the Kimball Group have
continued to refine their methods and techniques based on thousands of hours of consulting
and training. This Remastered Collection of The Kimball Group Reader represents their final
body of knowledge, and is nothing less than a vital reference for anyone involved in the field.
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Cowritten by Ralph Kimball, the world's leading data warehousing authority, whose previous
books have sold more than 150,000 copies Delivers real-world solutions for the most time- and
labor-intensive portion of data warehousing-data staging, or the extract, transform, load (ETL)
process Delineates best practices for extracting data from scattered sources, removing
redundant and inaccurate data, transforming the remaining data into correctly formatted data
structures, and then loading the end product into the data warehouse Offers proven timesaving ETL techniques, comprehensive guidance on building dimensional structures, and
crucial advice on ensuring data quality
The data warehousing bible updated for the new millennium Updated and expanded to reflect
the many technological advances occurring since the previous edition, this latest edition of the
data warehousing "bible" provides a comprehensive introduction to building data marts,
operational data stores, the Corporate Information Factory, exploration warehouses, and Webenabled warehouses. Written by the father of the data warehouse concept, the book also
reviews the unique requirements for supporting e-business and explores various ways in which
the traditional data warehouse can be integrated with new technologies to provide enhanced
customer service, sales, and support-both online and offline-including near-line data storage
techniques.
The Data Model Toolkit
Data Modeling Made Simple
The MicrosoftÂ Data Warehouse Toolkit
The Unified Star Schema: An Agile and Resilient Approach to Data Warehouse and Analytics
Design
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Mastering Data Warehouse Aggregates
Building a Scalable Data Warehouse with Data Vault 2.0
Building Data Analytics Applications with Hadoop

Contains a six-stage plan for starting new warehouse projects and guiding
programmers step-by-step until they become a world-class, Agile development team. It
describes also how to avoid or contain the fierce opposition that radically new
methods can encounter from the traditionally-minded IS departments found in many
large companies.
Agile Data Warehouse Design is a step-by-step guide for capturing data
warehousing/business intelligence (DW/BI) requirements and turning them into high
performance dimensional models in the most direct way: by modelstorming (data
modeling ] brainstorming) with BI stakeholders. This book describes BEAM, an agile
approach to dimensional modeling, for improving communication between data
warehouse designers, BI stakeholders and the whole DW/BI development team. BEAM
provides tools and techniques that will encourage DW/BI designers and developers to
move away from their keyboards and entity relationship based tools and model
interactively with their colleagues. The result is everyone thinks dimensionally from
the outset! Developers understand how to efficiently implement dimensional modeling
solutions. Business stakeholders feel ownership of the data warehouse they have
created, and can already imagine how they will use it to answer their business
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questions. Within this book, you will learn: Agile dimensional modeling using Business
Event Analysis & Modeling (BEAM ) Modelstorming: data modeling that is quicker,
more inclusive, more productive, and frankly more fun! Telling dimensional data
stories using the 7Ws (who, what, when, where, how many, why and how) Modeling
by example not abstraction; using data story themes, not crow's feet, to describe detail
Storyboarding the data warehouse to discover conformed dimensions and plan
iterative development Visual modeling: sketching timelines, charts and grids to model
complex process measurement - simply Agile design documentation: enhancing star
schemas with BEAM dimensional shorthand notation Solving difficult DW/BI
performance and usability problems with proven dimensional design patterns
LawrenceCorr is a data warehouse designer and educator. As Principal of DecisionOne
Consulting, he helps clients to review and simplify their data warehouse designs, and
advises vendors on visual data modeling techniques. He regularly teaches agile
dimensional modeling courses worldwide and has taught dimensional DW/BI skills to
thousands of students. Jim Stagnitto is a data warehouse and master data management
architect specializing in the healthcare, financial services, and information service
industries. He is the founder of the data warehousing and data mining consulting firm
Llumino.
A quick and reliable way to build proven databases for core business functions
Industry experts raved about The Data Model Resource Book when it was first
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published in March 1997 because it provided a simple, cost-effective way to design
databases for core business functions. Len Silverston has now revised and updated the
hugely successful 1st Edition, while adding a companion volume to take care of more
specific requirements of different businesses. This updated volume provides a
common set of data models for specific core functions shared by most businesses like
human resources management, accounting, and project management. These models
are standardized and are easily replicated by developers looking for ways to make
corporate database development more efficient and cost effective. This guide is the
perfect complement to The Data Model Resource CD-ROM, which is sold separately
and provides the powerful design templates discussed in the book in a ready-to-use
electronic format. A free demonstration CD-ROM is available with each copy of the
print book to allow you to try before you buy the full CD-ROM.
Describes Agile Modeling Driven Design (AMDD) and Test-Driven Design (TDD)
approaches, database refactoring, database encapsulation strategies, and tools that
support evolutionary techniques Agile software developers often use object and
relational database (RDB) technology together and as a result must overcome the
impedance mismatch The author covers techniques for mapping objects to RDBs and
for implementing concurrency control, referential integrity, shared business logic,
security access control, reports, and XML An agile foundation describes fundamental
skills that all agile software developers require, particularly Agile DBAs Includes object
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modeling, UML data modeling, data normalization, class normalization, and how to
deal with legacy databases Scott W. Ambler is author of Agile Modeling
(0471202827), a contributing editor with Software Development
(www.sdmagazine.com), and a featured speaker at software conferences worldwide
The Data Model Resource Book, Volume 1
Collaborative Dimensional Modeling, from Whiteboard to Star Schema
The Modern Data Warehouse in Azure
With SQL ServerÂ 2005 and the Microsoft Business Intelligence Toolset
The Data Warehouse Toolkit, 2nd Edition; The Data Warehouse Lifecycle, 2nd Edition;
The Data Warehouse ETL Toolkit
The Kimball Group Reader
Snowflake Cookbook
Data Modeling Made Simple will provide the business or IT professional with a
practical working knowledge of data modeling concepts and best practices. This
book is written in a conversational style that encourages you to read it from start
to finish and master these ten objectives: Know when a data model is needed
and which type of data model is most effective for each situation Read a data
model of any size and complexity with the same confidence as reading a book
Build a fully normalized relational data model, as well as an easily navigatable
dimensional model Apply techniques to turn a logical data model into an efficient
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physical design Leverage several templates to make requirements gathering
more efficient and accurate Explain all ten categories of the Data Model
Scorecard Learn strategies to improve your working relationships with others
Appreciate the impact unstructured data has, and will have, on our data modeling
deliverables Learn basic UML concepts Put data modeling in context with XML,
metadata, and agile development Book Review by Johnny Gay In this book
review, I address each section in the book and provide what I found most
valuable as a data modeler. I compare, as I go, how the book's structure eases
the new data modeler into the subject much like an instructor might ease a
beginning swimmer into the pool. This book begins like a Dan Brown novel. It
even starts out with the protagonist, our favorite data modeler, lost on a dark
road somewhere in France. In this case, what saves him isn't a cipher, but of all
things, something that's very much like a data model in the form of a map! The
author deems they are both way-finding tools. The chapters in the book are
divided into 5 sections. The chapters in each section end with an exercise and a
list of the key points covered to reinforce what you've learned. I find myself
comparing the teaching structure of the book to the way most of us learn to
swim.
Data is at the center of many challenges in system design today. Difficult issues
need to be figured out, such as scalability, consistency, reliability, efficiency, and
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maintainability. In addition, we have an overwhelming variety of tools, including
relational databases, NoSQL datastores, stream or batch processors, and
message brokers. What are the right choices for your application? How do you
make sense of all these buzzwords? In this practical and comprehensive guide,
author Martin Kleppmann helps you navigate this diverse landscape by
examining the pros and cons of various technologies for processing and storing
data. Software keeps changing, but the fundamental principles remain the same.
With this book, software engineers and architects will learn how to apply those
ideas in practice, and how to make full use of data in modern applications. Peer
under the hood of the systems you already use, and learn how to use and
operate them more effectively Make informed decisions by identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of different tools Navigate the trade-offs around
consistency, scalability, fault tolerance, and complexity Understand the
distributed systems research upon which modern databases are built Peek
behind the scenes of major online services, and learn from their architectures
A cutting-edge response to Ralph Kimball's challenge to thedata warehouse
community that answers some tough questions aboutthe effectiveness of the
relational approach to datawarehousing Written by one of the best-known
exponents of the Bill Inmonapproach to data warehousing Addresses head-on
the tough issues raised by Kimball andexplains how to choose the best modeling
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technique for solvingcommon data warehouse design problems Weighs the pros
and cons of relational vs. dimensional modelingtechniques Focuses on tough
modeling problems, including creating andmaintaining keys and modeling
calendars, hierarchies, transactions,and data quality
Build a modern data warehouse on Microsoft's Azure Platform that is flexible,
adaptable, and fast—fast to snap together, reconfigure, and fast at delivering
results to drive good decision making in your business. Gone are the days when
data warehousing projects were lumbering dinosaur-style projects that took
forever, drained budgets, and produced business intelligence (BI) just in time to
tell you what to do 10 years ago. This book will show you how to assemble a data
warehouse solution like a jigsaw puzzle by connecting specific Azure
technologies that address your own needs and bring value to your business. You
will see how to implement a range of architectural patterns using batches,
events, and streams for both data lake technology and SQL databases. You will
discover how to manage metadata and automation to accelerate the development
of your warehouse while establishing resilience at every level. And you will know
how to feed downstream analytic solutions such as Power BI and Azure Analysis
Services to empower data-driven decision making that drives your business
forward toward a pattern of success. This book teaches you how to employ the
Azure platform in a strategy to dramatically improve implementation speed and
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flexibility of data warehousing systems. You will know how to make correct
decisions in design, architecture, and infrastructure such as choosing which
type of SQL engine (from at least three options) best meets the needs of your
organization. You also will learn about ETL/ELT structure and the vast number of
accelerators and patterns that can be used to aid implementation and ensure
resilience. Data warehouse developers and architects will find this book a
tremendous resource for moving their skills into the future through cloud-based
implementations. What You Will LearnChoose the appropriate Azure SQL engine
for implementing a given data warehouse Develop smart, reusable ETL/ELT
processes that are resilient and easily maintained Automate mundane
development tasks through tools such as PowerShell Ensure consistency of data
by creating and enforcing data contracts Explore streaming and event-driven
architectures for data ingestionCreate advanced staging layers using Azure Data
Lake Gen 2 to feed your data warehouse Who This Book Is For Data warehouse
or ETL/ELT developers who wish to implement a data warehouse project in the
Azure cloud, and developers currently working in on-premise environments who
want to move to the cloud, and for developers with Azure experience looking to
tighten up their implementation and consolidate their knowledge
Designing Data-Intensive Applications
Effective Strategies for the Agile Software Developer
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Better Data Modeling
Agile Data Warehousing for the Enterprise
Relational and Dimensional Techniques
Google BigQuery: The Definitive Guide
Choose Your WoW!

The Data Vault was invented by Dan Linstedt at the U.S. Department of
Defense, and the standard has been successfully applied to data warehousing
projects at organizations of different sizes, from small to large-size
corporations. Due to its simplified design, which is adapted from nature, the
Data Vault 2.0 standard helps prevent typical data warehousing failures.
"Building a Scalable Data Warehouse" covers everything one needs to know to
create a scalable data warehouse end to end, including a presentation of the
Data Vault modeling technique, which provides the foundations to create a
technical data warehouse layer. The book discusses how to build the data
warehouse incrementally using the agile Data Vault 2.0 methodology. In
addition, readers will learn how to create the input layer (the stage layer) and
the presentation layer (data mart) of the Data Vault 2.0 architecture including
implementation best practices. Drawing upon years of practical experience
and using numerous examples and an easy to understand framework, Dan
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Linstedt and Michael Olschimke discuss: How to load each layer using SQL
Server Integration Services (SSIS), including automation of the Data Vault
loading processes. Important data warehouse technologies and practices.
Data Quality Services (DQS) and Master Data Services (MDS) in the context
of the Data Vault architecture. Provides a complete introduction to data
warehousing, applications, and the business context so readers can get-up
and running fast Explains theoretical concepts and provides hands-on
instruction on how to build and implement a data warehouse Demystifies data
vault modeling with beginning, intermediate, and advanced techniques
Discusses the advantages of the data vault approach over other techniques,
also including the latest updates to Data Vault 2.0 and multiple improvements
to Data Vault 1.0
You want the rigor of good data architecture at the speed of agile? Then this
is the missing link - your step-by-step guide to Data Vault success. Success
with a Data Vault starts with the business and ends with the business. Sure,
there's some technical stuff in the middle, and it is absolutely essential - but
it's not sufficient on its own. This book will help you shape the business
perspective, and weave it into the more technical aspects of Data Vault
modeling. You can read the foundational books and go on courses, but one
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massive risk still remains. Dan Linstedt, the founder of the Data Vault, very
clearly directs those building a Data Vault to base its design on an "enterprise
ontology". And Hans Hultgren similarly stresses the importance of the
business concepts model. So it's important. We get that. But: What on earth is
an enterprise ontology/business concept model, 'cause I won't know if I've got
one if I don't know what I'm looking for? If I can't find one, how do I get my
hands on such a thing? Even if I have one of these wonderful things, how do I
apply it to get the sort of Data Vault that's recommended? It's actually not as
hard as some would fear to answer all of these questions, and it's certainly
worth the effort. This book just might save you a world of pain. It's a
supplement to other material on Data Vault modeling, but it's the vital missing
link to finding simplicity for Data Vault success.
This is the first book to provide in-depth coverage of star schema aggregates
used in dimensional modeling-from selection and design, to loading and
usage, to specific tasks and deliverables for implementation projects Covers
the principles of aggregate schema design and the pros and cons of various
types of commercial solutions for navigating and building aggregates
Discusses how to include aggregates in data warehouse development projects
that focus on incremental development, iterative builds, and early data loads
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Using Agile methods, you can bring far greater innovation, value, and quality
to any data warehousing (DW), business intelligence (BI), or analytics project.
However, conventional Agile methods must be carefully adapted to address
the unique characteristics of DW/BI projects. In Agile Analytics, Agile pioneer
Ken Collier shows how to do just that. Collier introduces platform-agnostic
Agile solutions for integrating infrastructures consisting of diverse
operational, legacy, and specialty systems that mix commercial and custom
code. Using working examples, he shows how to manage analytics
development teams with widely diverse skill sets and how to support
enormous and fast-growing data volumes. Collier's techniques offer optimal
value whether your projects involve "back-end" data management, "front-end"
business analysis, or both. Part I focuses on Agile project management
techniques and delivery team coordination, introducing core practices that
shape the way your Agile DW/BI project community can collaborate toward
success Part II presents technical methods for enabling continuous delivery of
business value at production-quality levels, including evolving superior
designs; test-driven DW development; version control; and project automation
Collier brings together proven solutions you can apply right now--whether
you're an IT decision-maker, data warehouse professional, database
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administrator, business intelligence specialist, or database developer. With
his help, you can mitigate project risk, improve business alignment, achieve
better results--and have fun along the way.
Data Warehouse Design Solutions
The Big Ideas Behind Reliable, Scalable, and Maintainable Systems
97 Things Every Cloud Engineer Should Know
Agile Data Science
The Definitive Guide to Dimensional Modeling
A Disciplined Agile Delivery Handbook for Optimizing Your Way of Working
If you create, manage, operate, or configure systems running in
the cloud, you're a cloud engineer--even if you work as a system
administrator, software developer, data scientist, or site
reliability engineer. With this book, professionals from around
the world provide valuable insight into today's cloud
engineering role. These concise articles explore the entire
cloud computing experience, including fundamentals,
architecture, and migration. You'll delve into security and
compliance, operations and reliability, and software
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development. And examine networking, organizational culture, and
more. You're sure to find 1, 2, or 97 things that inspire you to
dig deeper and expand your own career. "Three Keys to Making the
Right Multicloud Decisions," Brendan O'Leary "Serverless Bad
Practices," Manases Jesus Galindo Bello "Failing a Cloud
Migration," Lee Atchison "Treat Your Cloud Environment as If It
Were On Premises," Iyana Garry "What Is Toil, and Why Are SREs
Obsessed with It?", Zachary Nickens "Lean QA: The QA Evolving in
the DevOps World," Theresa Neate "How Economies of Scale Work in
the Cloud," Jon Moore "The Cloud Is Not About the Cloud," Ken
Corless "Data Gravity: The Importance of Data Management in the
Cloud," Geoff Hughes "Even in the Cloud, the Network Is the
Foundation," David Murray "Cloud Engineering Is About Culture,
Not Containers," Holly Cummins
The "father of data warehousing" incorporates the
latesttechnologies into his blueprint for integrated decision
supportsystems Today's corporate IT and data warehouse managers
are required tomake a small army of technologies work together
to ensure fast andaccurate information for business managers.
Bill Inmon created theCorporate Information Factory to solve the
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needs ofthese managers. Since the First Edition, the design of
the factoryhas grown and changed dramatically. This Second
Edition, revisedand expanded by 40% with five new chapters,
incorporates thesechanges. This step-by-step guide will enable
readers to connecttheir legacy systems with the data warehouse
and deal with a hostof new and changing technologies, including
Web access mechanisms,e-commerce systems, ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) systems. Thebook also looks closely at
exploration and data mining servers foranalyzing customer
behavior and departmental data marts forfinance, sales, and
marketing.
The world of data warehousing is changing. Big Data & Agile are
hot topics. But companies still need to collect, report, and
analyze their data. Usually this requires some form of data
warehousing or business intelligence system. So how do we do
that in the modern IT landscape in a way that allows us to be
agile and either deal directly or indirectly with unstructured
and semi structured data?The Data Vault System of Business
Intelligence provides a method and approach to modeling your
enterprise data warehouse (EDW) that is agile, flexible, and
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scalable. This book will give you a short introduction to Agile
Data Engineering for Data Warehousing and Data Vault 2.0. I will
explain why you should be trying to become Agile, some of the
history and rationale for Data Vault 2.0, and then show you the
basics for how to build a data warehouse model using the Data
Vault 2.0 standards.In addition, I will cover some details about
the Business Data Vault (what it is) and then how to build a
virtual Information Mart off your Data Vault and Business Vault
using the Data Vault 2.0 architecture.So if you want to start
learning about Agile Data Engineering with Data Vault 2.0, this
book is for you.
Explore the modern market of data analytics platforms and the
benefits of using Snowflake computing, the data warehouse built
for the cloud. With the rise of cloud technologies,
organizations prefer to deploy their analytics using cloud
providers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, or
Google Cloud Platform. Cloud vendors are offering modern data
platforms for building cloud analytics solutions to collect data
and consolidate into single storage solutions that provide
insights for business users. The core of any analytics framework
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is the data warehouse, and previously customers did not have
many choices of platform to use. Snowflake was built
specifically for the cloud and it is a true game changer for the
analytics market. This book will help onboard you to Snowflake,
present best practices to deploy, and use the Snowflake data
warehouse. In addition, it covers modern analytics architecture
and use cases. It provides use cases of integration with leading
analytics software such as Matillion ETL, Tableau, and
Databricks. Finally, it covers migration scenarios for onpremise legacy data warehouses. What You Will Learn Know the key
functionalities of Snowflake Set up security and access with
cluster Bulk load data into Snowflake using the COPY command
Migrate from a legacy data warehouse to Snowflake integrate the
Snowflake data platform with modern business intelligence (BI)
and data integration tools Who This Book Is For Those working
with data warehouse and business intelligence (BI) technologies,
and existing and potential Snowflake users
How to Build a Cloud-Based Data Stack to Explore and Understand
Data
Agile Data Warehouse Design
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Describing the World
The Complete Guide to Dimensional Modeling
Practical Techniques for Extracting, Cleaning, Conforming, and
Delivering Data
Building Full-Stack Data Analytics Applications with Spark
The Informed Company
"Each chapter is... a practice run for the way we all ought to design our data marts and hence our data
warehouses."-Ralph Kimball, from the Foreword. Let the experts show you how to customize data
warehouse designs for real business needs in Data Warehouse Design Solutions. To effectively design a
data warehouse, you have to understand its many business uses. This guidebook shows you how
business managers in different corporate functions actually use data warehouses to make decisions.
You'll get a rich set of data warehouse designs that flow from realistic business cases. Two top experts
show you how to customize your data warehouse designs for real-life business needs including: * Sales
and marketing * Production and inventory management * Budgeting and financial reporting * Quality
control * Product delivery and fulfillment * Strategic business analysis such as determining market
share, rates of return on investment, and other key analytic ratios. CD-ROM includes All sample data
warehouse designs with accompanying preformatted reports in HTML for specific business uses such as
marketing, sales, and financial analysis.
Work with petabyte-scale datasets while building a collaborative, agile workplace in the process. This
practical book is the canonical reference to Google BigQuery, the query engine that lets you conduct
interactive analysis of large datasets. BigQuery enables enterprises to efficiently store, query, ingest, and
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learn from their data in a convenient framework. With this book, you’ll examine how to analyze data at
scale to derive insights from large datasets efficiently. Valliappa Lakshmanan, tech lead for Google
Cloud Platform, and Jordan Tigani, engineering director for the BigQuery team, provide best practices
for modern data warehousing within an autoscaled, serverless public cloud. Whether you want to explore
parts of BigQuery you’re not familiar with or prefer to focus on specific tasks, this reference is
indispensable.
Data science teams looking to turn research into useful analytics applications require not only the right
tools, but also the right approach if they’re to succeed. With the revised second edition of this hands-on
guide, up-and-coming data scientists will learn how to use the Agile Data Science development
methodology to build data applications with Python, Apache Spark, Kafka, and other tools. Author
Russell Jurney demonstrates how to compose a data platform for building, deploying, and refining
analytics applications with Apache Kafka, MongoDB, ElasticSearch, d3.js, scikit-learn, and Apache
Airflow. You’ll learn an iterative approach that lets you quickly change the kind of analysis you’re
doing, depending on what the data is telling you. Publish data science work as a web application, and
affect meaningful change in your organization. Build value from your data in a series of agile sprints,
using the data-value pyramid Extract features for statistical models from a single dataset Visualize data
with charts, and expose different aspects through interactive reports Use historical data to predict the
future via classification and regression Translate predictions into actions Get feedback from users after
each sprint to keep your project on track
Develop modern solutions with Snowflake's unique architecture and integration capabilities; process
bulk and real-time data into a data lake; and leverage time travel, cloning, and data-sharing features to
optimize data operations Key FeaturesBuild and scale modern data solutions using the all-in-one
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Snowflake platformPerform advanced cloud analytics for implementing big data and data science
solutionsMake quicker and better-informed business decisions by uncovering key insights from your
dataBook Description Snowflake is a unique cloud-based data warehousing platform built from scratch
to perform data management on the cloud. This book introduces you to Snowflake's unique architecture,
which places it at the forefront of cloud data warehouses. You'll explore the compute model available
with Snowflake, and find out how Snowflake allows extensive scaling through the virtual warehouses.
You will then learn how to configure a virtual warehouse for optimizing cost and performance. Moving
on, you'll get to grips with the data ecosystem and discover how Snowflake integrates with other
technologies for staging and loading data. As you progress through the chapters, you will leverage
Snowflake's capabilities to process a series of SQL statements using tasks to build data pipelines and
find out how you can create modern data solutions and pipelines designed to provide high performance
and scalability. You will also get to grips with creating role hierarchies, adding custom roles, and setting
default roles for users before covering advanced topics such as data sharing, cloning, and performance
optimization. By the end of this Snowflake book, you will be well-versed in Snowflake's architecture for
building modern analytical solutions and understand best practices for solving commonly faced
problems using practical recipes. What you will learnGet to grips with data warehousing techniques
aligned with Snowflake's cloud architectureBroaden your skills as a data warehouse designer to cover
the Snowflake ecosystemTransfer skills from on-premise data warehousing to the Snowflake cloud
analytics platformOptimize performance and costs associated with a Snowflake solutionStage data on
object stores and load it into SnowflakeSecure data and share it efficiently for accessManage
transactions and extend Snowflake using stored proceduresExtend cloud data applications using Spark
ConnectorWho this book is for This book is for data warehouse developers, data analysts, database
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administrators, and anyone involved in designing, implementing, and optimizing a Snowflake data
warehouse. Knowledge of data warehousing and database and cloud concepts will be useful. Basic
familiarity with Snowflake is beneficial, but not necessary.
Practical Object-Oriented Design
Agile Data Warehousing Project Management
Relentlessly Practical Tools for Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence Remastered Collection
3 Volume Set
Agile Data Warehousing
The Data Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit
A Guide for Solution Architects and Project Leaders
Data pipelines are the foundation for success in data analytics. Moving
data from numerous diverse sources and transforming it to provide
context is the difference between having data and actually gaining value
from it. This pocket reference defines data pipelines and explains how
they work in today's modern data stack. You'll learn common
considerations and key decision points when implementing pipelines,
such as batch versus streaming data ingestion and build versus buy. This
book addresses the most common decisions made by data professionals
and discusses foundational concepts that apply to open source
frameworks, commercial products, and homegrown solutions. You'll
learn: What a data pipeline is and how it works How data is moved and
processed on modern data infrastructure, including cloud platforms
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Common tools and products used by data engineers to build pipelines
How pipelines support analytics and reporting needs Considerations for
pipeline maintenance, testing, and alerting
Three books by the bestselling authors on Data Warehousing! The most
authoritative guides from the inventor of the technique all for a value
price. The Data Warehouse Toolkit, 3rd Edition (9781118530801) Ralph
Kimball invented a data warehousing technique called "dimensional
modeling" and popularized it in his first Wiley book, The Data Warehouse
Toolkit. Since this book was first published in 1996, dimensional modeling
has become the most widely accepted technique for data warehouse
design. Over the past 10 years, Kimball has improved on his earlier
techniques and created many new ones. In this 3rd edition, he will
provide a comprehensive collection of all of these techniques, from basic
to advanced. The Data Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit, 2nd Edition
(9780470149775) Complete coverage of best practices from data
warehouse project inception through on-going program management.
Updates industry best practices to be in sync with current
recommendations of Kimball Group. Streamlines the lifecycle
methodology to be more efficient and user-friendly The Data Warehouse
ETL Toolkit (9780764567575) shows data warehouse developers how to
effectively manage the ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) phase of the data
warehouse development lifecycle. The authors show developers the best
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methods for extracting data from scattered sources throughout the
enterprise, removing obsolete, redundant, and innaccurate data,
transforming the remaining data into correctly formatted data structures,
and then physically loading them into the data warehouse. This book
provides complete coverage of proven, time-saving ETL techniques. It
begins with a quick overview of ETL fundamentals and the role of the ETL
development team. It then quickly moves into an overview of the ETL
data structures, both relational and dimensional. The authors show how
to build useful dimensional stuctures, providing practical examples of
beginning through advanced techniques.
Updated new edition of Ralph Kimball's groundbreaking book
ondimensional modeling for data warehousing and businessintelligence!
The first edition of Ralph Kimball's The Data WarehouseToolkit
introduced the industry to dimensional modeling,and now his books are
considered the most authoritative guides inthis space. This new third
edition is a complete library of updateddimensional modeling techniques,
the most comprehensive collectionever. It covers new and enhanced star
schema dimensional modelingpatterns, adds two new chapters on ETL
techniques, includes new andexpanded business matrices for 12 case
studies, and more. Authored by Ralph Kimball and Margy Ross, known
worldwide aseducators, consultants, and influential thought leaders in
datawarehousing and business intelligence Begins with fundamental
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design recommendations and progressesthrough increasingly complex
scenarios Presents unique modeling techniques for business
applicationssuch as inventory management, procurement, invoicing,
accounting,customer relationship management, big data analytics, and
more Draws real-world case studies from a variety of industries,including
retail sales, financial services, telecommunications,education, health
care, insurance, e-commerce, and more Design dimensional databases
that are easy to understand andprovide fast query response with The
Data WarehouseToolkit: The Definitive Guide to Dimensional Modeling,
3rdEdition.
You have to make sense of enormous amounts of data, and while the
notion of “agile data warehousing might sound tricky, it can yield as
much as a 3-to-1 speed advantage while cutting project costs in half.
Bring this highly effective technique to your organization with the
wisdom of agile data warehousing expert Ralph Hughes. Agile Data
Warehousing Project Management will give you a thorough introduction
to the method as you would practice it in the project room to build a
serious “data mart. Regardless of where you are today, this step-by-step
implementation guide will prepare you to join or even lead a team in
visualizing, building, and validating a single component to an enterprise
data warehouse. Provides a thorough grounding on the mechanics of
Scrum as well as practical advice on keeping your team on track Includes
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strategies for getting accurate and actionable requirements from a
team’s business partner Revolutionary estimating techniques that make
forecasting labor far more understandable and accurate Demonstrates a
blends of Agile methods to simplify team management and synchronize
inputs across IT specialties Enables you and your teams to start simple
and progress steadily to world-class performance levels
Kimball's Data Warehouse Toolkit Classics
The Elephant in the Fridge
Building the Data Warehouse
A Practical Guide for Business and IT Professionals
Simple Skills To Model The Real World
Techniques for building modern cloud data warehousing solutions
A Value-driven Approach to Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing

Mining big data requires a deep investment in people and time. How can you
be sure you’re building the right models? With this hands-on book, you’ll learn
a flexible toolset and methodology for building effective analytics applications
with Hadoop. Using lightweight tools such as Python, Apache Pig, and the D3.js
library, your team will create an agile environment for exploring data, starting
with an example application to mine your own email inboxes. You’ll learn an
iterative approach that enables you to quickly change the kind of analysis
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you’re doing, depending on what the data is telling you. All example code in
this book is available as working Heroku apps. Create analytics applications by
using the agile big data development methodology Build value from your data
in a series of agile sprints, using the data-value stack Gain insight by using
several data structures to extract multiple features from a single dataset
Visualize data with charts, and expose different aspects through interactive
reports Use historical data to predict the future, and translate predictions into
action Get feedback from users after each sprint to keep your project on track
A thorough update to the industry standard for designing, developing, and
deploying data warehouse and business intelligence systems The world of data
warehousing has changed remarkably since the first edition of The Data
Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit was published in 1998. In that time, the data
warehouse industry has reached full maturity and acceptance, hardware and
software have made staggering advances, and the techniques promoted in the
premiere edition of this book have been adopted by nearly all data warehouse
vendors and practitioners. In addition, the term "business intelligence"
emerged to reflect the mission of the data warehouse: wrangling the data out
of source systems, cleaning it, and delivering it to add value to the business.
Ralph Kimball and his colleagues have refined the original set of Lifecycle
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methods and techniques based on their consulting and training experience.
The authors understand first-hand that a data warehousing/business
intelligence (DW/BI) system needs to change as fast as its surrounding
organization evolves. To that end, they walk you through the detailed steps of
designing, developing, and deploying a DW/BI system. You'll learn to create
adaptable systems that deliver data and analyses to business users so they
can make better business decisions.
"Hundreds of organizations around the world have already benefited from
Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD). Disciplined Agile (DA) is the only
comprehensive tool kit available for guidance on building high-performance
agile teams and optimizing your way of working (WoW). As a hybrid of all the
leading agile and lean approaches, it provides hundreds of strategies to help
you make better decisions within your agile teams, balancing self-organization
with the realities and constraints of your unique enterprise context. The
highlights of this handbook include: #1. As the official source of knowledge on
DAD, it includes greatly improved and enhanced strategies with a revised set
of goal diagrams based upon learnings from applying DAD in the field. #2 It is
an essential handbook to help coaches and teams make better decisions in
their daily work, providing a wealth of ideas for experimenting with agile and
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lean techniques while providing specific guidance and trade-offs for those "it
depends" questions. #3 It makes a perfect study guide for Disciplined Agile
certification. Why "fail fast" (as our industry likes to recommend) when you can
learn quickly on your journey to high performance? With this handbook, you
can make better decisions based upon proven, context-based strategies,
leading to earlier success and better outcomes"-Adopting the latest technological and data related innovations has caused
many organisations to realise they don’t have a firm grasp on their basic
operational data. This is a problem that Logical Data Models are uniquely
qualified to help them solve. The realisation of the need to define a Logical
Data Model may be driven by any number of reasons including; trying to link
Big Data Analytics to operational data, plunging into Digital Marketing,
choosing the best SaaS solution, carrying out a core Data Migration, developing
a Data Warehouse, enhancing Data Governance processes, or even just trying
to get everyone to agree on their Product specifications! This book will provide
you with the skills required to start to answer these and many similar types of
questions. It is not written with a focus on IT development, so you don’t need a
technical background to get the most from it. But for any professional working
in an organisation’s data landscape, this book will provide the skills they need
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to define high quality and beneficial data models quickly and easily. It does this
using a wealth of practical examples, tips and techniques, as well as providing
checklists and templates. It is structured into three parts: The Foundations:
What are the solid foundations necessary for building effective data models?
The Tools: What Tools are required to enable you to specify clear, precise and
accurate data model definitions? The Deliverables: What processes will you
need to successfully define the models, what will they deliver, and how can we
make them beneficial to the organisation? “In this data-rich era, it is even more
critical for organisations to answer the question of what their data means and
the value it can bring. Those who can, will gain a competitive advantage
through their use of data to streamline their operations and energise their
strategies. Core to revealing this meaning, is the data model that is now, more
than ever, the lynchpin of success. The Data Model Toolkit provides the
essential knowledge and skills that will ensure this success.” – Reem Zahran,
Global IT Platform Director, TNS “We work with many enterprise customers to
help them transform their technology and it always starts with data. The key is
a clear definition of their data quality, completeness and governance. This
book shows you step by step how to define and use Data Models as powerful
tools to define an organisation’s data and maximise its business benefit.” –
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John Casserly, CEO, Xceed Group
Mastering Data Warehouse Design
The Data Warehouse Toolkit
Solutions for Star Schema Performance
An Introduction to Agile Data Engineering Using Data Vault 2. 0
Enterprise Model Patterns
An Agile Primer Using Ruby
Data Warehousing, Analytics, and Machine Learning at Scale
Agile Data Warehouse DesignCollaborative Dimensional Modeling, from
Whiteboard to Star SchemaDecisionOne Consulting
DW 2.0: The Architecture for the Next Generation of Data Warehousing
is the first book on the new generation of data warehouse
architecture, DW 2.0, by the father of the data warehouse. The book
describes the future of data warehousing that is technologically
possible today, at both an architectural level and technology level.
The perspective of the book is from the top down: looking at the
overall architecture and then delving into the issues underlying the
components. This allows people who are building or using a data
warehouse to see what lies ahead and determine what new technology to
buy, how to plan extensions to the data warehouse, what can be
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salvaged from the current system, and how to justify the expense at
the most practical level. This book gives experienced data warehouse
professionals everything they need in order to implement the new
generation DW 2.0. It is designed for professionals in the IT
organization, including data architects, DBAs, systems design and
development professionals, as well as data warehouse and knowledge
management professionals. * First book on the new generation of data
warehouse architecture, DW 2.0. * Written by the "father of the data
warehouse", Bill Inmon, a columnist and newsletter editor of The Bill
Inmon Channel on the Business Intelligence Network. * Long overdue
comprehensive coverage of the implementation of technology and tools
that enable the new generation of the DW: metadata, temporal data,
ETL, unstructured data, and data quality control.
Learn how to manage a modern data stack and get the most out of data
in your organization! Thanks to the emergence of new technologies and
the explosion of data in recent years, we need new practices for
managing and getting value out of data. In the modern, data driven
competitive landscape the "best guess" approach—reading blog posts
here and there and patching together data practices without any real
visibility—is no longer going to hack it. The Informed Company
provides definitive direction on how best to leverage the modern data
stack, including cloud computing, columnar storage, cloud ETL tools,
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and cloud BI tools. You'll learn how to work with Agile methods and
set up processes that's right for your company to use your data as a
key weapon for your success . . . You'll discover best practices for
every stage, from querying production databases at a small startup all
the way to setting up data marts for different business lines of an
enterprise. In their work at Chartio, authors Fowler and David have
learned that most businesspeople are almost completely self-taught
when it comes to data. If they are using resources, those resources
are outdated, so they're missing out on the latest cloud technologies
and advances in data analytics. This book will firm up your
understanding of data and bring you into the present with knowledge
around what works and what doesn't. Discover the data stack strategies
that are working for today's successful small, medium, and enterprise
companies Learn the different Agile stages of data organization, and
the right one for your team Learn how to maintain Data Lakes and Data
Warehouses for effective, accessible data storage Gain the knowledge
you need to architect Data Warehouses and Data Marts Understand your
business's level of data sophistication and the steps you can take to
get to "level up" your data The Informed Company is the definitive
data book for anyone who wants to work faster and more nimbly, armed
with actionable decision-making data.
Agile Analytics
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The Data Warehouse ETL Toolkit
DW 2.0: The Architecture for the Next Generation of Data Warehousing
Agile Data Science 2.0
Data Pipelines Pocket Reference
A Library of Universal Data Models for All Enterprises
Building with Speed and Agility on Microsoft’s Cloud Platform
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